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Boiler & Steam System Cost Control: 
100 Ways to Slash Fuel Costs and Reduce 
Your Carbon FootprintTM

You’ll leave this webinar with a clear picture of the complexities of boilers 
and steam systems. You’ll understand how and why energy has a way of 
mysteriously disappearing without a trace, and how to correct this problem. 
By implementing the measures presented, you can reduce fuel costs, conserve 
energy, reduce pollution, reduce your carbon footprint, and significantly 
increase your company’s profits. You’ll get the facts you need about efficient 
boilers, efficient steam systems and efficient use of energy. You’ll learn 
how to identify the most productive targets out of a multitude of possible 
opportunities presented in the course.

Instructed by one of the nation’s most highly regarded boiler and steam system efficiency experts, this program 
will give you an understanding of:

 — Key elements of boiler and steam system efficiency and how to improve boiler and steam system 
performance

 — Helpful rules of thumb and general simplified concepts that make the task of identifying trouble spots and 
opportunities much simpler and faster, thereby increasing company profits by saving energy dollars

 — The tools you need and a list of energy-saving opportunities to fit almost any plant or system, ensuring 
that you don’t miss hidden opportunities.

 — A new refreshed viewpoint of the logic necessary to make improvements.

 — Working at the very source of CO2 emissions to find ways to significantly reduce your company’s carbon 
footprint — information that will be very helpful in coping with future carbon Cap and Trade regulations.

Online Webinars
Real-time online, instructor-led. Watch, listen and interact online with other 

attendees. These short sessions held in a single day or over a few days allow you to 
learn without taking time out of your busy schedule. Download course materials, 

including presentations, tools, and workbooks. aeeprograms.com/online

Schedule*
4-Days

2 Hours per Day
11 am - 1 pm

Credits
0.8 CEU
8 PDH

1.6 AEE

AEE Member
$845

Non-member
$895
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Module 1
• Reducing energy costs of boilers
• Operating procedures for effective cost 

reductions
• Measure and manage
• Instrumentation and digital data 

systems for better energy management
• Generating low cost electrical power 

using turbo-generators
• Combustion system check list
• Steam systems check list
• Process heating system check list
• The penalties of thermal mass
• Why not use an accumulator to handle 

demand surges instead of another 
boiler

• Fuel selection, different fuels have 
different efficiencies and cost factors

• The key to large energy loses, 
controlling air fuel ratios

• Instruments needed for plant analysis
• Oxygen trim systems
• Reducing excess air
• Control system improvements
• Questions and review

Module 2
• Fuel loss prevention approaching an 

ideal scene
• Draft control
• Detecting and curing high exhaust 

temperatures
• Economizers and waste heat recovery
• Combined heat and power
• Emulsified fuel
• Fuel additives to solve specific 

problems
• New discoveries produce good results
• Reducing CO2 in the combustion phase
• Questions and review

Module 3
• Burners and controls
• Air preheaters recover efficiency
• Tabulators improve heat transfer
• Blowdown heat recovery strategies
• Automatic blowdown control
• Vent condensers
• Water treatment and cycles of 

concentration, how they effect costs 
and efficiency

• Recovering latent heat from boiler 
exhaust gas

• Waste heat recovery from process 
applications

• Submerged combustion improves 
efficiency

• Questions and review

Module 4
• Use of satellite boilers to cure large 

losses in big old steam distribution 
systems

• Advantages and disadvantages of high 
temperature hot water systems

• Recovering energy from steam systems
• Steam trap losses and loss prevention
• Insulation performance
• The advantages and disadvantages of 

reducing steam pressure and the things 
that could cause problems when it’s 
done

• Low pressure steam recompression
• Pressure reducing valves
• Utilizing flash steam
• Temperature setback
• Measuring steam system loads
• Temperature setback
• A look at reducing electrical 

consumption, fan and pump laws
• Pump Information
• Ceramic and soft furnace insulation vs. 

firebrick
• Intermittent ignition devices
• Advantages of and applications for 

infra red heaters
• Thermal plant survey lists
• Questions and review

Boiler & Steam System Cost Control: 
100 Ways to Slash Fuel Costs and Reduce Your Carbon FootprintTM

Online Format

You can participate in the Online Webinar from your 
office, home, or anywhere you have access to the 
Internet and a phone or VOIP. You’ll have opportunities 
to interact with your instructor and colleagues in real 
time during the live teleconferencing sessions. 

AEE Program Instructors

 — Harry Taplin, PE, CEM
AEE Programs reserves the right to utilize other instructors to teach courses based on 
instructor availability, scheduling, course need and other factors.

Who Should Attend

The Boiler & Steam System Cost Control Online Seminar is designed for the corporate “team” and professionals 
who can benefit from a better understanding of how to pinpoint and apply appropriate projects, including;

 — Executives and Managers

 — Boiler Plant Supervisors and Operators

 — Facility Engineers and Supervisors

 — Consultants and Engineers

 — Maintenance Supervisors and Personnel

 — “Green” Managers and Environmental Staff

 — Boiler and steam system Equipment Suppliers

 — Federal, State and Local Government Energy Managers

 — Energy Service Company Representatives

 — Carbon Credit Evaluators and Compliance Personnel

 — Environmentalists


